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We numerically solve the Teukolsky equation in the time domain to obtain the gravitational-wave emission of
a small mass inspiraling and plunging into the equatorial plane of a Kerr black hole. We account for the dissi-
pation of orbital energy using the Teukolsky frequency-domain gravitational-wave fluxes for circular, equatorial
orbits, down to the light-ring. We consider Kerr spins −0.99 ≤ q ≤ 0.99, and compute the inspiral-merger-
ringdown (2,2), (2,1), (3,3), (3,2), (4,4), and (5,5) modes. We study the large-spin regime, and find a great
simplicity in the merger waveforms, thanks to the extremely circular character of the plunging orbits. We also
quantitatively examine the mixing of quasinormal modes during the ringdown, which induces complicated am-
plitude and frequency modulations in the waveforms. Finally, we explain how the study of small mass-ratio
black-hole binaries helps extending effective-one-body models for comparable-mass, spinning black-hole bina-
ries to any mass ratio and spin magnitude.
PACS numbers: 04.25.D-, 04.25.dg, 04.25.Nx, 04.30.-w
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, analytical and numerical studies
have revealed interesting features of the dynamics and grav-
itational radiation of extreme mass-ratio black-hole binaries,
especially during ringdown and when the spin of the central
black hole is close to maximal, and the orbits approach the
horizon. References [1–4] pointed out the possibility of de-
scribing analytically various processes of the dynamics and
radiation in the near-horizon region of a nearly extremal black
hole by exploiting an infinite-dimensional conformal symme-
try that the Kerr metric satisfies in this particular limit. Ap-
plying the WKB method to the Teukolsky equation in the
eikonal approximation, Ref. [5] found a geometric interpre-
tation of the black-hole quasinormal modes (QNMs) through
spherical light-ring orbits, extending to generic orbits what
was previously derived for equatorial [6, 7] and polar or-
bits [8]. Moreover, an interesting bifurcation leading to a split-
ting of zero and non-zero damped QNMs was found as one
approaches nearly-extremal spins [9, 10]. Quite interestingly,
Refs. [11, 12] found that damped modes different from the
usual QNMs are present in the gravitational-radiation spec-
trum close to the black-hole horizon. It remains an open ques-
tion whether those damped modes are excited as a test body
plunges into the central black hole.
Furthermore, gravitational waveforms emitted during the
inspiral, plunge and merger stages of a test body orbiting a
Kerr black hole have been exploited to grasp unique, physical
information on the merger phase and they have been employed
to extend analytical models, notably the effective-one-body
(EOB) model [13, 14], from the comparable-mass to the test-
particle limit case [15–24]. Solving the time-domain Regge-
Wheeler or Teukolsky equations is significantly less expensive
than evolving a black-hole binary in full numerical relativity.
The possibility of using the test-particle limit to infer crucial
information about the merger waveform of bodies of compara-
ble masses follows from the universality of the merger process
throughout the binary parameter space.
In Ref. [20], some of us investigated the inspiral-merger-
ringdown waveforms produced by the time-domain Teukolsky
equation where the source term is evaluated along the quasi-
circular plunging trajectory of a nonspinning test particle in-
spiraling in the equatorial plane. The trajectory was computed
by solving Hamilton’s equations in the Kerr spacetime, aug-
mented by a suitable radiation-reaction force, notably the one
constructed from the factorized energy flux of the EOB for-
malism [25, 26]. The Teukolsky waveforms were then used to
improve spinning EOB waveforms during the transition from
plunge-merger to ringdown. However, the study of Ref. [20]
was limited to moderate spins of the Kerr black hole, i.e.,
a/M . 0.8. Here, we build on Ref. [20], and extend the anal-
ysis in a few directions. First, the analytical energy flux based
on spinning, factorized multipolar waveforms [25, 26] can dif-
fer from the Teukolsky flux; for instance, even for a moderate
spin value of 0.7, the modeling error at the innermost sta-
ble circular orbit is as large as 10%. This error comes from
a combination of insufficient knowledge of high-order post-
Netwonian (PN) terms, and from the truncation at modes with
` = 8. As the spin increases, the motion becomes more rel-
ativistic and a growing number of modes are excited. There-
fore, to overcome this problem, in the equations of motion for
the orbital dynamics of the plunging particle, we employ the
energy flux computed by a highly-accurate frequency-domain
Teukolsky code [27, 28]. Second, we consider spins in the
range −0.99 ≤ a/M ≤ 0.99, but investigate in greater detail
spins close to extremal, for prograde and retrograde orbits.
In fact, those almost-extremal cases display peculiar features
in the dynamics and waveforms. When the spin is close to
1, the merger waveforms are particularly simple, with a re-
markably flat amplitude, as a consequence of the circular na-
ture of the plunge. When the spin is close to −1, instead, the
phenomenon of QNM mixing dominates the ringdown wave-
forms. Third, we use those findings to suggest a new proce-
dure for modeling the transition from merger to ringdown in
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2the EOB waveforms for spins larger than 0.8 and mass ratios
smaller than ∼ 1/100. Preliminary results of this paper were
employed in Ref. [29] to build a spinning EOB model that is
valid for any mass ratio and spin magnitude.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
how we build the orbital dynamics to compute the quasicircu-
lar plunging trajectory that is used in the source term of the
Teukolsky equation. In Sec. III we review the time-domain
Teukolsky code which computes the waveforms. In Sec. IV
we describe interesting features characterizing the dynamics
and the merger waveforms for spins close to extremal. In
Sec. V we carry out a detailed study to understand and model
the mixing of QNMs for the dominant (2,2), (2,1), (3,3),
(3,2), (4,4), and (5,5)waveforms. In Sec. VI we explain how
the information obtained from the Teukolsky waveforms has
been used to design a new way of generating the EOB merger-
ringdown waveform for spins larger than 0.8 and mass ratios
smaller than ∼ 1/100. In Sec. VII we compare spinning EOB
waveforms developed in the comparable-mass regime [29] to
the Teukolsky waveforms. Sec. VIII summarizes our main
conclusions and discusses future directions. Appendix A
provides numerical information about the Teukolsky merger
waveforms that can be incorporated in generic spinning EOB
models.
Henceforth, we use geometric units with G= c= 1.
II. ORBITAL DYNAMICS TO GENERATE
INSPIRAL-MERGER-RINGDOWN TEUKOLSKY
WAVEFORMS
In this section we review how the trajectory entering the
source term of the Teukolsky equation is computed. We re-
strict our attention to systems where the smaller black hole
(BH) is nonspinning, and the orbits are confined to the equa-
torial plane of the larger, spinning BH. Let µ be the mass
of the smaller object, and let M and J ≡ aM ≡ qM2 (with 1
−1 ≤ q ≤ 1) be the mass and spin of the larger one. In this
paper we consider systems with µ/M = 10−3. In the spirit of
the EOB formalism, and as in Ref. [20], we model the orbital
dynamics using the Hamiltonian of a nonspinning test particle
of mass µ in the Kerr spacetime
H = β ipi+α
√
µ2+ γ i jpip j , (1)
where α ≡ (−gtt)−1/2, β i ≡ git/gtt and γ i j ≡ gi j−gitg jt/gtt ,
i, j are spatial indices, t is the time index, gµν is the Kerr
metric in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, and the pi’s are the
conjugate momenta to the spatial coordinates. We numeri-
cally solve Hamilton’s equations for H subject to a radiation-
reaction force F which describes the dissipation of energy
1 Positive (negative) values of q indicate that the spin of the Kerr BH is
aligned (anti-aligned) with the inspiral orbital angular momentum, i.e.,
the motion is prograde (retrograde) during the inspiral. At the end of the
plunge, because of frame dragging, the trajectory always becomes pro-
grade.
into gravitational waves (GWs); the radiation-reaction force
is proportional to the sum of the GW energy flux at infinity,
F∞, and through the horizon 2, FH. It reads [30]
F = F
Ω|r×p|p , (2)
where F ≡ F∞+FH, r is the separation vector, and Ω ≡ Jˆ ·
(r× r˙)/r2 is the orbital frequency, where Jˆ is the unit vector
along the spin of the Kerr BH. We indicate with an over-dot
the derivative with respect to time t.
Some of us, in Ref. [20], employed the outgoing factorized
energy flux of Ref. [26] for the term F∞, while setting FH = 0;
that choice was motivated partly by the focus on understand-
ing the effect of the model flux, and partly by the avail-
ability of numerical Teukolsky energy fluxes only down to
the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO). Here, instead, we
are mainly interested in the characterization of the Teukolsky
waveforms, and we want to remove any modeling error from
the orbital motion. Similarly to what is done in Ref. [31], we
source our equations of motion with GW energy fluxes com-
puted in perturbation theory; in particular, we use the Teukol-
sky fluxes of Ref. [24], where we numerically solved the
Teukolsky equation in frequency domain [27, 28] for circu-
lar, equatorial orbits all the way down to a radial separation of
rmin = rLR+0.01M, where rLR/M≡ 2+2cos
[ 2
3 arccos(−q)
]
is the position of the photon orbit, or light-ring (LR) [32]. The
GW fluxes were computed for spins from q=−0.9 up to +0.9
in steps of 0.1, and also for q=±0.95,±0.99. Those compu-
tations assumed circular orbits, for which a precise relation
between radius r and orbital frequency Ωcirc holds, namely
MΩcirc = [(r/M)3/2+q]−1.
To accurately describe the transition from inspiral to
plunge, we adopt here the same strategy used in the EOB
models of comparable-mass BH binaries [33–35]. First, if
we introduce the velocity parameter vΩ ≡ (MΩ)1/3, then
the total GW flux for circular orbits can be written as F =
32µ2v10Ω Fˆ(vΩ)/(5M
2), where Fˆ(vΩ) = 1+O(v2Ω). Second,
we replace vΩ in the leading term of F with the non-Keplerian
velocity for a circular orbit defined by vφ ≡ ΩrΩ, where
rΩ/M ≡ (MΩcirc)−2/3 (see also Eq. (32) in Ref. [35]); note
that since we work with nonadiabatic 3 orbital evolutions Ω 6=
Ωcirc. This replacement moderates the growth of the GW fre-
quency close to merger [33], and allows a more accurate mod-
eling of numerical-relativity waveforms in the comparable-
mass regime, also when spins are present [35].
We need to integrate the equations of motion to the event
horizon, r+/M ≡ 1+
√
1−q2. Teukolsky fluxes are only
available, however, down to the radius rmin = rLR+0.01: Cir-
cular orbits do not exist at radii r< rLR, and the growing num-
ber of significant multipolar contributions force us to termi-
nate our flux calculations slightly outside rLR (see Sec. IIB
2 The GW energy flux falling into the horizon is also referred to as “ingoing
flux”, “absorption flux”, or “horizon flux”.
3 This means that the orbital motion includes not only tangential, but also
radial velocities.
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FIG. 1. Numerical discretization errors in the phase (left panel) and amplitude (right panel) of the Teukolsky waveforms for the (2,2), (2,1),
(3,3), (3,2), (4,4), and (5,5) modes. The plots are for spin q= 0.9. A vertical line marks the position of the peak of the orbital frequency, at
time tΩpeak, which occurs close to merger.
of Ref. [24] for detailed discussion). Note that the radial dis-
tance between rmin and r+ decreases from 3M when q = −1
down to 1M when q = 0, and vanishes for q = 1. There-
fore, we have to provide a prescription for Fˆ in the interval
r+ < r < rmin. Since these values of r are well within the
plunge phase, where the conservative part of the dynamics is
known to dominate, we decide to smoothly switch off the GW
flux at rend = rmin. Let vend be the velocity of a circular or-
bit of radius rend. Explicitly, if r < rend but vΩ ≤ vend, then
we suppress Fˆ(vΩ) by a factor 1/[1+ exp [−(r− rend)/σ ]];
if r < rend and vΩ > vend, then we set Fˆ(vΩ) = Fˆ(vend)/[1+
exp [−(r− rend)/σ ]]. We find that, as long as σ . 0.01M, the
trajectories are insensitive to the specific value of σ . We test
the effect of the switch-off point by changing its position to
rend = rLR+b(rISCO− rLR), where rISCO is the position of the
ISCO, and b = 0.25,0.5,0.75, for spins q = 0.5,0.9; the dif-
ference in the orbital phase is always negligible, within 0.003
(0.006) rads for q = 0.5 (0.9) when b = 0.75 with respect to
the fiducial case rend = rmin (i.e., b ≈ 0), since the plunging
motion is indeed geodetic to a good approximation, and is not
affected by the details of the GW fluxes.
As in Ref. [20], we compute the trajectory from the equa-
tions of motion down to a point slightly outside the horizon
(at ∼ 1.05r+). Then, to model the locking of the plunging
particle to the rotating horizon, we smoothly connect the tra-
jectory obtained by solving Hamilton’s equations to several
orbital cycles at r = r+ with frequency equal to that of the
horizon ΩH ≡ q/(2r+). As shown in Ref. [11], the trajectory
asymptotes to r+ and ΩH exponentially in time.
III. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE TIME-DOMAIN
TEUKOLSKY EQUATION
In this section we review the numerical method used to
solve the Teukolsky equation in the time domain. The ap-
proach we follow to solve this linear partial differential equa-
tion (PDE) is the same as presented in our earlier work (see
Ref. [20] and references therein). The main points of this tech-
nique are as follows: (i) We first rewrite the Teukolsky equa-
tion using suitable coordinates — the tortoise radius r∗ and
Kerr azimuthal angle ϕ , defined precisely in [20]. (ii) Tak-
ing advantage of axisymmetry, we separate the dependence
on azimuthal coordinate ϕ . We thus obtain a set of (2+1) di-
mensional equations. (iii) We recast these equations into a
first-order, hyperbolic PDE form. (iv) Finally, we implement
a two-step, second-order Lax-Wendroff, time-explicit, finite-
difference numerical evolution scheme. The particle-source
term on the right-hand-side of the Teukolsky equation requires
some care for such a numerical implementation. All relevant
details can be found in our earlier work [20] and the associated
references.
Since Ref. [20] was published, two technical advances have
been introduced into the solver code aimed at improving re-
sults for the present paper. First, a compactified hyperboloidal
layer has been added to the outer portion of the computational
domain [36]. This advancement allows us to map null infin-
ity onto the computational grid and also completely solves
the so-called “outer boundary problem” (i.e., it eliminates un-
physical reflections from the artificial boundary of the do-
main). Therefore, differently from Ref. [20], we are now
able to extract gravitational waveforms directly at null infinity,
completely eliminating the “extraction error”, as discussed in
Ref. [20]. Secondly, we have taken advantage of advances
made in parallel computing hardware, and we have devel-
4oped a very high-performing OpenCL implementation of the
Teukolsky code that takes full benefit of GPGPU-acceleration
and cluster computing. Details on this parallel implementa-
tion and careful measurements of gains in overall performance
can be found in Ref. [37].
These advances have helped improve the performance and
accuracy of the time-domain Teukolsky code by several orders
of magnitude over previous versions. In particular, Ref. [37]
demonstrated that errors with the improved code are typi-
cally at the level of 0.01%, an order of magnitude better
than earlier versions [20], while performing faster. For long
evolutions, these improvements yield a several thousand-fold
speedup [36]. Consider the impact of such improvements on
modeling the evolution of a system for 20,000M, a typical
span for our studies. With our previous Cauchy-evolution-
based Teukolsky code, we would need to place the outer
boundary at r& 10,000M to avoid impact of boundary effects
— outside the domain of causal influence for the location and
duration of interest. Using hyperboloidal slicing, the outer
boundary can be placed as close as 50M [36]. This imme-
diately gains two orders of magnitude in performance, while
generating waveforms directly at null infinity as desired. In
addition, the use of GPGPU compute hardware acceleration
typically yields another order of magnitude gain in perfor-
mance through many-core parallelism [37].
Since we now compute the waveforms exactly at null in-
finity (eliminating the extraction error entirely), the only re-
maining source of numerical error is the “discretization error”
introduced by the finite-difference numerical scheme [20].
It is relatively straightforward to estimate this discretiza-
tion error: We first compute the waveforms at multi-
ple grid resolutions, in particular we choose (dr∗,dθ) =
(M/80,pi/128),(M/40,pi/64) and (M/20,pi/32). Second,
we derive the Richardson extrapolant using this data. Then,
we simply use this extrapolant as a reference to estimate the
discretization error in the original waveforms computed by
our code. In other words, we take the relative difference be-
tween the highest resolution data and the Richardson extrap-
olant as a measure of the discretization error. As done typi-
cally in the literature, we decompose the waveforms in −2-
spin-weighted spherical harmonic modes, labeled by (`,m).
In Fig. 1 we depict the discretization errors for the phase and
the amplitude for one particular choice of the spin. These re-
sults should be considered representative of all the other cases
that we present in this work. Figure 1 demonstrates that the
numerical error in our waveform data is at a level of a few
× 0.1%. As expected, the relative error is generally lower
for the dominant modes such as h22 and h33, and higher for
the weaker ones. In addition, the error levels stay very uni-
form during the long inspiral phase of the binary evolution
and only begin to vary significantly during the plunge. This
happens due to the fact that the numerical computation shifts
from being dominated by the particle-source term during in-
spiral, to a nearly source-free evolution during and after the
plunge phase. It should be noted that the numerical errors can
be further reduced by an order of magnitude as demonstrated
in Ref. [37], through an increase in grid resolution. However,
given the large number and long duration of the evolutions
presented in this work, reducing the numerical error further
was neither very practical nor needed.
IV. SIMPLICITY OF INSPIRAL-PLUNGE TEUKOLSKY
WAVEFORMS FOR LARGE SPINS
In this section we characterize the salient features displayed
by the Teukolsky waveforms during late inspiral and plunge.
For spins q= 0, ±0.5, ±0.7, ±0.8, ±0.9, ±0.95, and ±0.99,
we compute the Teukolsky (2,2), (2,1), (3,3), (3,2), (4,4),
and (5,5) modes as explained in Secs. II and III. In the test-
particle limit, as the spin increases, more and more (`,m)
modes become important at merger (with respect to the (2,2)
mode); however, for the modeling of comparable-mass BH bi-
naries, only the few modes above give significant contribution
to the energy flux. Eventually, we are interested in exploiting
the results of this paper in the comparable-mass limit, there-
fore we restrict the discussion to those modes.
In the large-spin regime, a prograde inspiraling particle
reaches very relativistic speeds before getting to the horizon;
for instance, when q = 0.99, the peak speed (attained at the
peak of the orbital frequency) is around 0.75. At such speeds,
the PN expansion is inadequate for analytically describing
such systems. However, the Teukolsky inspiral-merger wave-
forms turn out to be extremely simple. Consider, for ex-
ample, the (2,2) mode emitted when q = 0.99, shown in
Fig. 2. The prominent feature that we recognize is the ex-
treme flatness of the amplitude versus time, across hundreds
of M, well before the plunge starts at the ISCO. The GW fre-
quency ωTeuk22 , defined as −ℑ(h˙Teuk22 /hTeuk22 ), does not display
any particular characteristic, and we notice that it is well ap-
proximated by twice the orbital frequency even during ring-
down, thanks to the fact that 2ΩH is very close to the least-
damped quasinormal mode. We find that the flattening of the
amplitudes |hTeuk`m | around their respective peaks is more and
more apparent as q approaches 1. This aspect of the numeri-
cal waveforms does not depend on minute details of the flux
used to generate the underlying orbital dynamics. In Fig. 3
we show the amplitudes of the Teukolsky (2,2) modes for
q = 0.7,0.8,0.85,0.9,0.95 aligned at t22peak, with t
`m
peak being
the time when the (`,m) mode reaches its maximum ampli-
tude. The almost extremal case q = 0.99 was not included in
Fig. 3 since its (2,2) amplitude is so flat that it is quite diffi-
cult to localize t22peak. In fact, across the (2,2) peak, over a large
time interval, its ∂t |hTeuk22 | is so small that it is dominated by
numerical noise, making it difficult to clearly locate its zero.
The curvature (∂ 2t |hTeuk22 |)peak becomes vanishingly small as
q→ 1; see also Fig. 14. Although we have shown only (2,2)
mode waveforms, the same holds true for higher harmonics.
We can find a physical explanation for why this happens
considering the underlying orbital dynamics. As the spin
grows larger, the ISCO moves to smaller separations and gets
closer to the horizon, so that the plunging phase becomes
shorter (in the radial coordinate), and moves to higher fre-
quencies. This is equivalent to saying that Kerr BHs with
larger spins support longer quasicircular inspirals given the
same initial frequency. For instance, let us consider spins 0.5
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and 0.99. Their dimensionless horizon frequencies are 0.13
and 0.43 respectively. An initial orbital frequency of 0.1 cor-
responds to radial separations, 4.5M and 4.3M, respectively,
which are quite close to each other; while for spin 0.5 we are
sitting just outside the ISCO (rISCO(q= 0.5) = 4.2M), for spin
0.99 we are still far from it (rISCO(q= 0.99)= 1.5M). Further-
more, for very large spins the orbital timescale Torb is much
shorter than the radiation-reaction timescale Trad. We can es-
timate these characteristic timescales for different values of
q as Torb = 2pi/Ω and Trad = −r/r˙. The orbital frequency
grows during the inspiral, reaches a peak value Ωpeak at time
tΩpeak, and eventually converges to the horizon frequencyΩH at
late times. One can show that, for all practical purposes, the
peak of Ω occurs at a radius rΩpeak which nearly coincides with
rLR, the coincidence being exact for q = 0,1. In Fig. 4 we
plot the ratio Trad/Torb as a function of the radial separation
r. The solid lines are computed along nonadiabatic trajecto-
ries from the numerical integration of the equations of motion,
up to the peak of the orbital frequency Ω. At fixed r, the or-
bital timescale Torb does not vary much with q: for example,
when r = 4M, Torb = 53M for q = 0.5, while Torb = 56M for
q= 0.99; but the ratio Trad/Torb for spin 0.99 is 55 times larger
than for spin 0.5. Hence, the plot demonstrates that there is a
clear hierarchy in the radiation-reaction timescales: the larger
the spin, the larger Trad. As a result, the secular evolution is
much slower for large spins, given the same initial separation.
This hierarchy can be easily understood using analytical con-
siderations at leading order. During the quasicircular inspi-
ral we have Torb ≈ 2pi/Ωcirc and the orbital energy E can be
approximated by the energy of a circular orbit in Kerr space-
time [32]
Ecirc
µ
=
1−2M/r+q(M/r)3/2√
1−3M/r+2q(M/r)3/2
. (3)
Note that Ecirc diverges at r = rLR. Moreover, assuming
mainly leading quadrupolar energy loss [38] and circularity,
we get F =−E˙ ≈ 32µ2r4Ω6circ/5; thus, we find that
Trad =−rdE/drdE/dt ≈
dEcirc/dr
32
5 µ2r3Ω
6
circ
. (4)
In Fig. 4 we plot the analytical estimate (4) with dashed lines,
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FIG. 4. Ratio between the radiation-reaction timescale Trad and
the orbital period Torb as a function of the radial separation for large
positive spins. The curves extend up to the peak of the orbital fre-
quency. The solid lines are computed from the numerical integra-
tion of the equations of motion. The dashed lines are the analyti-
cal predictions for the quasicircular regime, using only quadrupolar
emission (Eq. (4)). Vertical lines mark the position of the respective
ISCOs.
and find that it captures the numerical result (solid lines) fairly
well at large r, and, most importantly, can account for the hi-
erarchy of the curves due to the presence of spin. We can now
understand why large-spin waveforms are so flat. For large q
the radiation-reaction timescale is much larger than the orbital
timescale, which means that the particle performs many orbits
while sweeping very slowly through the frequency range up to
the horizon, so that the secular evolution of the emitted GW
signal is much slower as compared to systems with smaller q.
This is consistent with the behavior of the frequency-domain
Teukolsky fluxes that we employ in the equations of motion,
whose (2,2) component is plotted in Fig. 5 versus radius; at
fixed r, the dissipation of energy is smaller for larger spins.
Notice that, only for this plot, we include spins as large as
q=±0.9999. Interestingly, as q→ 1 the fluxes become small
even outside the ISCO and approach vanishingly small values
beyond the ISCO, which accounts for the behavior of the ra-
tio Trad/Torb in the late inspiral and plunge. We notice that,
starting from q= 0.99, F22 does not display the characteristic
divergence at the light-ring as (Ecirc/µ)2∼ (r−rLR)−1, which
is well known [39–42]. Instead, F22 tends to decrease towards
0, and, remarkably, becomes linear in (r−r+) for q= 0.9999,
when rLR ∼ r+. This is in agreement with analytical work
on the gravitational radiation from a particle plunging into a
nearly-extremal Kerr BHs in Ref. [3].
Furthermore, during the plunge (which is governed mostly
by conservative effects), the radial velocity r˙ reaches maxi-
mum values that decrease with q, meaning that for large spins
even the plunge is not too far from being circular. Figure 6
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plots the r–dependence of the radial velocity in the region in-
side the ISCO for several different spin configurations, using
orbital evolutions obtained by solving Hamilton’s equations.
The peak radial velocity differs by more than one order of
magnitude between q=−0.99 and q= 0.99.
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V. QUASINORMAL-MODE MIXING IN RINGDOWN
TEUKOLSKYWAVEFORMS AND ITS MODELING
The merger of a BH binary (of any mass ratio) eventually
leads to the formation of a remnant Kerr BH of mass M f and
dimensionless spin q f . In this work, since we are dealing with
an extreme mass-ratio system, we have M f =M and q f = q.
In the process of settling down to its final, stable state, the
binary emits GWs. Those waves can be modeled as a linear
superposition of quasinormal modes (QNMs) [43, 44] with
complex frequencies σ`mn, which depend only on M f and q f ,
and are labelled by the spheroidal-harmonic indices (`,m) and
by an overtone index n= 0,1, · · · . For future convenience, we
define ω`mn ≡ ℜ(σ`mn) and τ`mn ≡ −1/ℑ(σ`mn). We adopt
the convention that ω`mn > 0 and τ`mn > 0 for any choice of
the indices (`,m,n).
In general, the strain waveform h during the ringdown (RD)
contains QNMs with all possible values of (`,m,n). Addition-
ally, given a spin q and indices (`,m), the angular differen-
tial equation which stems from the separation of the Teukol-
sky equation in spheroidal coordinates admits a pair of solu-
tions characterized by frequencies σ`±mn. This implies that,
whenever considering a specific component (`,m) of h, even
in principle, we get contributions from both positive- and
negative-m modes. As argued by Ref. [43], restricting to only
positive-m modes would enforce the assumption of circular
polarization of the radiation. Of course, the actual importance
of the modes depends on the details of how they are excited
by the perturbing source, and by their decay times.
As already found by numerical investigations of the ex-
treme and small mass-ratio limits [15–17, 20, 45, 46],
the dominant and leading subdominant ringdown Teukolsky
modes can display a rich amplitude and frequency structure
that hints at the interference of different QNMs besides the
overtones of the least-damped mode, a phenomenon known
as mode mixing. On the contrary, in the case of comparable-
mass BH binaries, mode mixing seems less ubiquitous, and so
far it has only been seen in the (3,2) mode [47–53]. For this
reason, in the past, when modeling the ringdown of the (`,m)
mode in the EOB approach, one could simply use the (`,m,n)
QNMs. However, the lack of mode mixing during ringdown
in the comparable-mass case is inferred by the analysis of non-
spinning, nonprecessing or mildly precessing configurations.
We do not know yet whether this conclusion will hold when
strongly precessing systems with mass ratios >∼1/10 will be
considered.
QNM mixing manifests itself through striking features in
the Teukolsky ringdown waveforms, which are modulated
both in amplitude and frequency. To understand the compo-
sition of the QNM spectrum of the Teukolsky data, we will
study in particular the GW frequency of each mode, defined
as ωTeuk`m ≡−ℑ(h˙Teuk`m /hTeuk`m ), since this quantity is directly re-
lated to the frequencies of the most excited QNMs, and is nu-
merically well determined. As an example, Fig. 7 displays the
ringdown (3,2) mode frequencies for several positive spins,
with a common time axis rescaled by 2pi/ω320. We observe
that different spins have completely different ringdown fre-
quencies; each case has distinct features (spikes, oscillations),
8occurring with specific periodicities. The averages of the
oscillatory features are closer either to ω320 (as one would
naively expect) or to ω220, according to the value of q. Ex-
amples of amplitude modulations can be found in Figs. 8, 9,
and 10, which show a few Teukolsky merger-ringdown wave-
forms (solid blue lines), chosen within the large set that we
computed for this paper. Among them, the most modulated
case is spin −0.99 (its (2,2) mode is shown in the right panel
of Fig. 8; a similar behavior is also present in its higher-order
modes).
In extreme and small mass-ratio binaries, two instances
may enhance the excitation and/or mixing of modes other than
the (`,m,n)’s in the ringdown of (`,m). On the one hand,
for modeling purposes, the strain waveform h is typically de-
composed onto−2-spin-weighted spherical harmonics −2Y`m,
while the Teukolsky equation is separated using −2-spin-
weighted spheroidal harmonics −2S
qω
`m , which depend on the
Kerr spin q and the (possibly complex) frequency ω of the
gravitational perturbation. The expansion of the −2S
qω
`m ’s in
terms of the −2Y`m’s can be found (to order (qMω)2) in Ap-
pendix F of Ref. [54]. Using this result, one can derive a for-
mula relating the spherical to the spheroidal waveforms (see,
e.g., Eq. (19) of Ref. [26]) and one finds that the spherical
mode h`m receives contributions from all spheroidal modes
with the same m, but different ` (see also Eq. (38) in Ref. [47]).
Another source of mixing is the orbital motion of the perturb-
ing particle: whenever q < 0, the orbital frequency switches
sign during the plunge, because of frame dragging exerted
by the spinning BH; this results in a significant excitation of
modes with opposite m, but with the same `. Reference [53]
investigated in detail the origin of the mixing in the (3,2)
mode of several comparable-mass, nonprecessing BH bina-
ries, and attributed it mostly to angular-basis effects, using
ω = q fM fσ320.
To understand quantitatively the QNM mixing in our
Teukolsky waveforms, we model the ringdown as done in
EOB models (i.e., as a linear superposition of overtones of the
least-damped QNM), but with the addition of up to 2 further
QNMs. While the least-damped mode and its overtones are
going to account for the overall shape of the ringdown wave-
form, the additional QNMs are going to induce the modula-
tions. More explicitly, (except for the (3,2) mode of systems
with q = 0.99) we model the (`,m) mode of the ringdown
waveforms as
hRD`m =
N−1
∑
n=0
A`mne−iσ`mn(t−t
`m
match)
+S (t)
[
A`′m0e
−iσ`′m0(t−t`mmatch)+A`−m0eiσ
∗
`−m0(t−t`mmatch)
]
,
(5)
where t`mmatch is the time of merger, N is the number of over-
tones included, the A`mn’s are the (constant) coefficients of
the overtones, S (t) ≡ [1+ tanh [(t− ts)/τs]]/2 is a factor in-
troduced to have a smooth switch-on of the interfering QNMs
(with ts and τs optimized mode by mode), and A`′m0 and A`−m0
are constants computed from a fit (see below). A`′m0 and
A`−m0 quantitatively describe the strength of the QNM mix-
ing. Note that σ`−mn(M f ,q f ) = σ`mn(M f ,−q f ). Since over-
tones with n> 0 have short decay times with respect to those
with n= 0, Eq. (5) is actually dominated by terms with n= 0
when t t`mmatch.
The coefficients A`mn, A`′m0, and A`−m0 can be determined
from the Teukolsky data as follows. Whenever mode mixing
is resolved, A`′m0 and A`−m0 are obtained by fitting the GW
frequency ωRD`m = −ℑ(h˙RD`m /hRD`m ) to the ringdown Teukolsky
GW frequency ωTeuk`m , while setting A`mn = 0 for n > 0; we
choose a fitting window as wide as possible, but still avoiding
any numerical noise. Once A`′m0 and A`−m0 are fixed by the fit,
the A`mn’s are calculated via the hybrid matching procedure
detailed in Ref. [51], which consists in a smooth stitching of
the ringdown waveform hRD`m to the Teukoslky waveform h
Teuk
`m
at a time t`mmatch.
As in Ref. [20], we find that, in the test-particle limit, and
when the spin is q . 0, some of the physical overtones in-
cluded in Eq. (5) have frequencies smaller than ωTeuk`m (t
`m
match),
causing the slope of ωRD`m to be too steep. Therefore, we intro-
duce a pseudo-QNM (i.e., a mode not belonging to the phys-
ical QNM spectrum). In the past, pseudo-QNMs were ex-
ploited in comparable-mass EOB models [23, 29, 51, 55] to
reduce the slope of the GW frequency in the transition from
plunge to ringdown.
To summarize, the matching procedure has the following
tuning parameters: the matching point t`mmatch; the size of the
time interval over which one carries out the matching ∆t`mmatch;
a pseudo-QNM mode with frequency and decay time ωpQNM`m
and τpQNM`m ; ts and τs. These tuning parameters are chosen
with the goal of minimizing the phase and relative amplitude
difference between hRD`m and h
Teuk
`m when t > t
`m
match.
Before modeling the entire ringdown waveforms, to better
understand how the mixing works, let us consider the simple
case of just 2 QNMs interfering: let A`′m0 = 0 and A`mn= 0 for
n > 0 (i.e., a waveform dominated by the (`,±m,0) modes).
This is similar to what was done in Refs. [17, 20], where
the modulations in the ringdown frequency of the numerical
modes were fitted with a simple analytical formula that ac-
counted for the interference between the (`,±m,0) QNMs.
The GW frequency is ωRD`m = −ℑ(h˙RD`m /hRD`m ), thus we have
(leaving out the factorS (t) for simplicity)
ωRD`m =
ω+−ω−|A¯|2e2(t−t`mmatch)∆α + |A¯|eα+(t−t`mmatch)
[
∆ω cos [ω¯(t− t`mmatch)+ θ¯ ]−∆α sin [ω¯(t− t`mmatch)+ θ¯ ]
]
1+ |A¯|2e2(t−t`mmatch)∆α +2|A¯|cos [ω¯(t− t`mmatch)+ θ¯ ]
, (6)
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where ω± ≡ ω`±m0, α± ≡ 1/τ`±m0, ∆ω ≡ ω+−ω−, ∆α ≡
α+ − α−, ω¯ ≡ ω+ + ω−, and A`−m0/A`m0 ≡ |A¯|exp(iθ¯).
Typically, |A¯| < 1. Note that Eq. (19) in Ref. [17] is sim-
pler than our Eq. (6) above since that paper considered the
Schwarzschild case, for which σ`mn = σ`−mn. Equation (6)
describes a function with exponentially growing oscillations
about ω+ when t`mmatch < t < t
`m
match− log |A¯|/∆α ≡ tp, and with
exponentially decreasing oscillations about −ω− when t > tp;
the frequency of the oscillations is ω¯ . The point tp marks
the transition from oscillations about ω+ to oscillations about
−ω−; note that if tp− t`mmatch  1/α+ then the transition oc-
curs in a region where the amplitude is absolutely negligible.
Given the size of the numerical errors discussed in Sec. III, we
consider that the ringdown has ended whenever the amplitude
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drops below 10−4µ/R, where R is the distance to the source.
In the next two sections we shall discuss how we apply
Eq. (5) to model the ` = m and ` 6= m numerical modes, re-
spectively. The main conclusions can be summarized as fol-
lows. We are able to model the ` = m modes for any spin
q ≥ −0.9. The reason why we cannot model spins smaller
than −0.9 is the conjectured presence of one or more QNMs
that we are unable to recognize, which manifest themselves in
a drift of the Teukolsky GW frequency at late times (see dis-
cussion in Sec. V A). We can model the (2,1) mode for any
spin except q=−0.95,−0.99 because of large inaccuracies in
capturing modulations in the early ringdown. Finally, we can
model the (3,2) mode for any spin except q = −0.9,−0.95,
−0.99 because for these very negative spins the oscillations in
the amplitude and GW frequency become very dramatic, pre-
venting us from reliably fitting the amplitude and phase of all
the modes (see the right panel of Fig. 10).
Note that we use a unique tuning for the pseudo-QNM,
namely ωpQNM`m = [ω`m0 + ω
Teuk
`m (t
`m
match)]/2 and τ
pQNM
`m =
0.2τ`m0. When no mode mixing is present, the pseudo-QNM
replaces the 8-th physical overtone (`,m,7), otherwise it is
added to the rest of the mode spectrum. For all the spins that
we have been able to model, the matching intervals ∆t`mmatch are
listed in Table III.
A. `= m modes
For all modes with `=m, we choose t`mmatch = t
Ω
peak, which is
the time when the orbital frequency Ω peaks, very close to the
light-ring; this choice has the advantage of avoiding the ambi-
guity of locating the amplitude peak when q∼ 1 (see Sec. IV).
For the (2,2) and (3,3) modes we choose ts = t`mmatch + 20M
and τs = 7.5M; when (`,m) = (4,4),(5,5) we choose instead
ts = t`mmatch+25M and τs = 4.5M.
Let us first consider the dominant (2,2) mode. For spins
q& 0.5, we find that the ringdown is quite standard, as no ap-
preciable mode mixing is present, and hTeuk22 is well described
by a linear superposition of overtones of the least-damped
mode (i.e., Eq. (5) with A`′20, A2−20 = 0). The matching in-
terval ∆t22match varies with q as prescribed in Table III. We find
that ∆t22match tends to grow towards large, positive spins since
the light-ring (i.e., the matching point) occurs progressively
later, during the ringdown, well past the amplitude peak, in
a region where the waveform is rapidly decaying. For spins
q ≤ 0, we find it necessary to include the (2,−2,0) mode in
the QNM spectrum (i.e., Eq. (5) with A`′20 = 0); this mode has
an amplitude |A2−20| that grows (relative to |A220|) as the spin
decreases, which can be understood based on the fact that the
portion of orbit with Ω< 0 (due to frame dragging during the
plunge) becomes progressively longer. In Table I we provide
magnitude and phase of A2−20/A220, i.e., the ratio of (2,−2,0)
relative to the least-damped QNM. The numbers in the table
are obtained from a fit of ωTeuk22 using Eq. (6).
The typical performance of the model is illustrated in the
left panel of Fig. 8, which shows the case with spin −0.7.
The Teukolsky amplitude (frequency) is plotted in blue (cyan),
while the model amplitude (frequency) is plotted in red (or-
ange). We clearly recognize the growing oscillations of the
GW frequency about Mω220 ≈ 0.31; by fitting, we find that
|A2−20|/|A220| ≈ 0.12, so that tp ≈ t`mmatch+270M (i.e., in a re-
gion where |RhTeuk22 |/µ  10−4). The waveform hRD22 does a
good job at capturing the modulations everywhere, except in
the early ringdown (t`mmatch < t . ts), where the oscillations in
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(2,2) mode (3,3) mode (4,4) mode (5,5) mode
a/M |A2−20/A220| arg(A2−20/A220) |A3−30/A330| arg(A3−30/A330) |A4−40/A440| arg(A4−40/A440) |A5−50/A550| arg(A5−50/A550)
0 0.0036 −5.70 0.0029 −4.07 0.0035 −5.80 0.0047 −7.58
−0.5 0.052 −0.24 0.049 −1.26 0.056 3.82 0.073 2.82
−0.7 0.12 −0.26 0.22 4.31 0.29 2.86 0.39 1.60
−0.8 0.10 −0.41 0.22 3.03 0.31 1.02 0.38 −0.81
−0.9 0.28 −1.31 0.27 1.41 0.32 −1.76 0.46 −4.55
TABLE I. Relative amplitude and phase of the QNMs responsible for mixing in modes with `=m. No QNM mixing is present when the spins
are positive. Spins q=−0.95,−0.99 cannot be modeled with Eq. (6) due to the presence of additional interfering QNMs that we are unable to
extract, which results in a GW frequency drift at late times (see, for instance, the inset in the right panel of Fig. 8).
(2,1) mode (3,2) mode
a/M |A2−10/A210| arg(A2−10/A210) |A220/A320| arg(A220/A320) |A3−20/A320| arg(A3−20/A320)
0.99 0.038 13.7 only (2,2,n) overtones
0.95 0.030 9.82 2.91 6.44
0.9 0.0025 5.61 2.11 5.99
0.8 0.0024 4.24 1.13 2.86
0.7 0.0051 3.73 0.71 −2.10
0.5 0.010 −0.16 0.34 −7.02
0 0.069 −3.46 0.010 −1.08
−0.5 0.21 −5.64 0.13 −2.46 0.093 5.26
−0.7 0.26 −6.58 0.15 3.47 0.22 10.6
−0.8 0.30 −7.37 0.16 3.91 0.23 12.4
−0.9 0.32 −8.50 - - - -
TABLE II. Relative amplitude and phase of the QNMs responsible for mixing in modes with ` 6=m. A blank entry means that that QNM is not
excited. A dash indicates that the mode, while present, cannot be reliably fitted. Spins q=−0.95,−0.99 and the (3,2) mode of spin q=−0.9
cannot be modeled due to the presence of additional interfering QNMs we are unable to extract with the simple model of Eq. (5). The (3,2)
mode of spin 0.99 is modeled using only (2,2,0) and its overtones.
a/M ∆t``match/M ∆t
21
match/M ∆t
32
match/M
0.99 15 (20) 15 20
0.95 13 13 13
0.9 11 11 11
0.8 9 9 9
0.7 7 7 7
0.5 5 5 5
0 5 5 5
−0.5 5 3 15
−0.7 5 3 15
−0.8 5 3 20
−0.9 5 3 -
TABLE III. Intervals for ringdown hybrid matching. When q= 0.99,
∆t22match = ∆t
33
match = 15M and ∆t
44
match = ∆t
55
match = 20M. The table
does not include those spins that we are not able to model.
ωTeuk22 occur at a frequency ω¯ 6= ω220 +ω2−20, and with an
amplitude growth whose timescale does not clearly relate to
either τ220 or τ2−20, as one would expect from Eq. (6). One
limitation inherent to our approach is the specific form S (t)
of the time dependence of the coefficients A`′m0 and A`−m0,
which may not correctly model the process of excitation (in
spite of the two adjustable parameters ts and τs). Note that in
comparable-mass EOB models the coefficients in front of the
QNMs in hRD`m have no time dependence.
For spins q < −0.8, the point tp moves closer to t`mmatch,
and the performance of the model in the early ringdown
(i.e., t`mmatch < t < tp) becomes worse; however, Eq. (5) with
A`′20 = 0 can still describe the region t > tp quite accurately.
We find that the most difficult ringdown waveforms to
model are the ones with spin −0.95 and−0.99; the case
q = −0.99 is shown in the right panel of Fig. 8. These are
the cases with the longest inversion of the trajectory due to
frame dragging. We have verified that the numerical errors
during the ringdown are not responsible for creating any of
the modulations. Note that for such extreme (negative) spins
we have 2ΩH ∼ −ω2−20. We suspect that the reason why we
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cannot model spins smaller than −0.9 is the interference of
other QNMs besides those included in Eq. (5), which we are
unable to identify; their presence is hinted by the (physical)
drift in the GW frequency at late times. This is exemplified
in the right panel of Fig. 8, which refers to the (2,2) mode of
spin −0.99. The inset therein zooms into the late ringdown,
past the point where ωTeuk22 transitions to oscillations about a
negative frequency. One can see that the average of the oscil-
lations is not −ω2−20, but instead it slowly asymptotes to that
value from above.
As to the other modes with `= m, they behave similarly to
the (2,2) mode, namely for spins q > 0 no significant mode
mixing is present, while for q ≤ 0 the mode (`,−m,0) is ex-
cited. In Table I we list the extracted coefficients (relative to
the coefficient of the dominant QNM) of those QNMs that
cause amplitude and frequency modulations. Again, the sim-
ple ringdown model of Eq. (5) with A`′m0 = 0 fails to accu-
rately describe the early ringdown for spins q<−0.8, so that
we cannot model q=−0.95,−0.99.
We have also tried to look for contributions from the hori-
zon modes suggested by Refs. [11, 12], whose frequency is
mΩH, but their decay time r+/(2
√
1−q2) is not compatible
with any of the timescales present in the Teukolsky data, and
we did not observe their presence in the numerical waveforms.
B. ` 6= m modes
We find that the (2,1) mode shows mode mixing all across
the physical spin range: the (2,−1,0) component can be ex-
cited also for q > 0, although to a limited extent. Explicitly,
we model its ringdown via Eq. (5), setting A`′10 = 0. If q> 0
we can choose t`mmatch = t
Ω
peak, ts = t
21
match+15M, τs = 7.5M. For
positive spins, the amplitude of (2,−1,0) (shown in Table II)
turns out to be rather small (|A2−10/A210| ∼ 10−3–10−2). The
model performs very well in this region.
Starting from the nonspinning case, and for smaller spins,
tΩpeak occurs quite early with respect to the beginning of the
(2,1) ringdown, therefore we find it necessary to modify our
matching prescriptions. The option of choosing t21peak is cer-
tainly viable for q = 0. However, when q < 0, the onset of
mode mixing is quite prompt, so that even the amplitude peak
itself is affected by it. To illustrate this point, in the left panel
of Fig. 9 we plot the (2,1) merger-ringdown waveform for
spin −0.8; the left half of the amplitude peak is standard,
whereas the right half is modulated by the QNM mixing (fea-
turing several bumps). We observe that the amplitude oscil-
lations begin at the turning point of the particle’s azimuthal
motion (i.e., when Ω vanishes); thus, we choose this as our
t`mmatch for negative spins. We also choose ts = t
`m
match + 10M
and τs = 7.5M. The correct modeling of the amplitude mod-
ulations critically depends on the prescriptions used for the
matching, in particular ∆t21match, which can be found in Ta-
ble III. The model performs quite well for spins as small as
−0.9, except for the first couple of oscillations induced by
QNM mixing, as can be seen in the left panel Fig. 9, mainly
due to S (t). In spite of the different ringdown prescriptions
used in the positive versus negative spin regime, we can see
from Table II that |A2−10/A210| and arg(A2−10/A210) are well-
behaved functions of spin. Spins −0.95 and −0.99 cannot be
modeled accurately, the issue being the early ringdown (i.e.,
t21match < t < tp), whose modulations become rather extreme,
and are not captured byS (t). The late ringdown (i.e., t > tp)
follows instead well our model.
The more challenging mode to model is the (3,2). For q> 0
we use t`mmatch = t
Ω
peak, ts = t
32
match+2.5M, and τs = 10M. As al-
ready seen in Fig. 7, when q& 0.7 the QNM mixing induces a
transition of the average (final) ringdown frequency from the
expected least-damped mode frequency ω320 to ω220. Note
how the case q = 0.7 (fifth panel of Fig. 7) sits at the transi-
tion between the two regimes, featuring wide frequency oscil-
lations around both ω320 and ω220. The case q = 0.99 stands
out, since its ringdown can be described by the (2,2)-mode
spectrum (i.e., hRD32 =∑nA22n exp [−iσ22n(t− t`mmatch)] is a good
model for hTeuk32 ). This happens because there are no signifi-
cant mode-mixing modulations (see the first panel of Fig. 7)
and the asymptotic GW frequency is ωTeuk32 (t → ∞) = ω220.
In the range 0 < q ≤ 0.95, instead, we model the ringdown
via Eq. (5), setting A3−20 = 0 and `′ = 2, i.e., the QNM spec-
trum is that of the (3,2) mode with interference from (2,2,0).
When 0.8 . q . 0.95, the ringdown displays large features,
with a GW frequency oscillating about ω220 (see second to
fourth panel of Fig. 7); this means that (2,2,0) is more ex-
cited than the least-damped mode (3,2,0), which is confirmed
by our fits, as |A220/A320|> 1 (see Table II). The right panel of
Fig. 9 shows the good agreement of the model to the Teukol-
sky data for q = 0.9. Notice how the matching point lies in a
region where the amplitude has already started to drop, quite
a bit later than the peak. As already discussed, the case with
q= 0.7 represents a sort of threshold, in that its GW frequency
oscillates about ω320 in the early ringdown and then about
ω220 in the late ringdown (see the fifth panel of Fig. 7).
Similarly to the (2,1) mode, when q≤ 0, tΩpeak occurs quite
early; when q < 0, the (3,2) amplitude peak is modulated by
the mode mixing, but now the turning point of the particle hap-
pens somewhat earlier relative to it. Therefore, when q ≤ 0,
we choose the matching point in the “middle” of the amplitude
peak, where ∂ 3t |hTeuk32 | = 0; we also choose ts = t32match + 10M
and τs = 7.5M. In terms of QNM spectrum, as happens for all
the modes we studied, for q ≤ 0 the mode with opposite m is
excited (i.e., (3,−2,0)). However, the (2,2,0) mode can still
be extracted from the (3,2) waveforms for spins as small as
−0.8≤ q< 0. Here we use Eq. (5) with A3−20, A220 6= 0. The
function that we fit to the Teukolsky data is simply the gener-
alization of Eq. (6) to three interfering QNMs. The extracted
coefficients are found in Table II. An example of this regime is
shown in the left panel of Fig. 10, for spin −0.7; one can no-
tice two effects in ωTeuk32 , the high-frequency modulations due
to the interference of (3,−2,0), and the low-frequency ones
due to the interference of (2,2,0). It is also possible to appre-
ciate how well the model (red and orange lines) can capture
all these features. For spins q≤−0.9, the waveforms asymp-
tote to a frequency lying between −ω2−20 and −ω3−20, and
we cannot extract the coefficients because ωTeuk32 has a very
irregular behavior and we find it hard to determine the appro-
priate fitting window. This problematic regime is depicted in
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the right panel of Fig. 10, where we plot the (3,2) mode of
spin −0.95.
VI. CONSIDERATIONS ON THE MODELING OF
COMPARABLE-MASS BINARY SYSTEMS
In this section we explain how the findings of Secs. IV and
V can help EOB waveform modeling.
The EOB approach employs factorized analytical (multipo-
lar) waveforms that resum the circular PN formulae, while
incorporating strong-field and non-circular effects [16, 24–
26, 56] 4. An example of strong-field feature is the diver-
gence of the factorized modes at the light-ring for circular
orbits through the “source” term proportional to the bind-
ing energy (angular momentum) for ` = m (` 6= m) modes.
Deviations from circularity are modeled in the EOB wave-
forms through a phenomenological non-quasicircular (NQC)
factor that reshapes the EOB factorized waveforms during
plunge and around merger in order to better match the numer-
ical waveforms (computed either with numerical-relativity or
Teukolsky-equation codes). The NQC factor is determined
once the numerical “input values” (i.e., the amplitude |hnum`m |,
the slope ∂t |hnum`m |, the curvature ∂ 2t |hnum`m |, the frequencyωnum`m ,
the slope of the frequency ∂tωnum`m ) are prescribed. Typically,
the input values are read off at the peak of the numerical wave-
forms, and, on the EOB side, they are enforced at a specific
time relative to the peak of the orbital frequency (which occurs
at t = tΩpeak). That same time is used as the attachment point
for the ringdown waveform (for more details, see Sec. IV of
Ref. [20]).
As discussed in Sec. IV, the very circular character of the
Teukolsky waveforms when q → 1 is very appealing from
the point of view of the modeling, since the EOB factorized
modes (without NQC corrections) are built under the assump-
tion of quasicircular adiabatic motion. However, highly spin-
ning systems are also very relativistic, and current PN wave-
forms (on which the factorized ones are based) are not accu-
rate enough for such regimes already hundreds of cycles be-
fore merger. As already pointed out in Refs. [20, 26] by com-
parisons with frequency-domain Teukolsky waveforms, due to
the lack of enough PN knowledge in the test-particle limit, the
amplitude of the factorized waveforms performs poorly even
before the ISCO for large spins, implying also inaccurate mul-
tipolar fluxes. While we were finalizing this paper, Ref. [57]
was posted; the author computed the energy fluxes for a parti-
cle in circular, equatorial orbit in Kerr spacetime up to 20PN
order. In spite of the high PN order of the calculation, the rela-
tive accuracy of the analytical flux (when compared to numer-
ical Teukolsky data) is within 10−3 only down to 2.97rISCO
4 Reference [24] (see Appendices C and D) computed mode-by-mode ampli-
tude fits of the Teukolsky modes generated by a frequency-domain code,
which assumed circular orbits in Kerr. High, unknown PN terms in the
factorized waveforms were fitted up to the ISCO, for both ingoing and out-
going radiation.
for spin 0.9, i.e., for an orbital speed around 0.37 (to be com-
pared with vISCO ≈ 0.61). As we shall see in Sec. VII, even
modeling errors as small as 10−3 at the ISCO may result in
large dephasings once the analytical fluxes are employed in
time evolutions.
Moreover, as originally found in Ref. [20], the larger the
spin, the earlier the (2,2) mode peaks with respect to tΩpeak:
when q≥ 0.9, the peak occurs before the ISCO, during the in-
spiral phase, where the radial motion is absolutely negligible,
as we discussed in Sec. IV. As a consequence, when calcu-
lated at the amplitude peak, the NQC functions are heavily
suppressed for large and positive spins, because they are pro-
portional to pr∗ ∝ r˙ (see Fig. 6), and cannot help correcting the
waveform. One could see what can be gained by applying the
factorized resummation procedure to the PN-expanded fluxes
of Ref. [57], or keep the current factorized flux while includ-
ing the fits of Ref. [24], and obtain EOB amplitudes in greater
agreement with the numerical ones without any need for NQC
corrections. Note that the fits of Ref. [24] were computed up
to the ISCO. Hence, after the peak, when the amplitude is
falling off, the EOB waveform with fits can still differ from
the Teukolsky one. However, applying an NQC correction at
that late stage could be a viable option.
Furthermore, if we followed the standard EOB prescription
of attaching the ringdown waveform at t`mpeak, we would not be
able to successfully model the Teukolsky waveform, because
its ringdown sets in at times which are rather close to the peak
of the orbital frequency at time tΩpeak, while t
`m
peak tΩpeak. As we
shall see below, to overcome this issue, we suggest a new pre-
scription for the matching point of the ringdown in the EOB
approach for small mass-ratios and large spins.
These findings for large spins were effectively exploited in
the construction of the EOB model of Ref. [29], which ex-
tended the model of Ref. [22] to generic mass ratios and spins;
only the dominant (2,2) mode was considered. The model
was calibrated to 38 numerical-relativity nonprecessing wave-
forms produced by the SXS Collaboration [58–61], spanning
mass ratios from 1 to 8, spin magnitudes up to 0.98, and with
40 to 60 GW cycles. By construction, any EOB model in-
corporates the test-particle limit, since the whole formalism is
based on a deformation of the Kerr spacetime 5. As explained
above, the merger waveform critically depends on the infor-
mation from numerical-relativity waveforms, in the form of
input values. Since numerical-relativity simulations are still
unable to explore the small mass-ratio limit 6, the Teukol-
sky waveforms are extremely valuable in bridging the gap be-
tween mass ratio ∼ 1/10 and ∼ 1/1000.
The prototype nonprecessing, spinning EOB model of
Ref. [22] (which could cover spins only up to 0.6) introduced,
for the first time, a spin-dependent (negative) time delay ∆t22peak
between tΩpeak and the peak of |h22|, which was inspired by
5 The deformation parameter is the symmetric mass ratio m1m2/(m1+m2)2,
m1 and m2 being the BH masses.
6 A roadmap for future, challenging numerical-relativity simulations is out-
lined in the first paper of the NRAR Collaboration [62].
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the time delay seen in the Teukolsky data of Ref. [20]. Such
time delay had already been found in Ref. [18] for the (2,2)
mode in nonspinning binaries with small mass ratio, but be-
cause the time delay in the nonspinning case is quite small,
it was not needed when modeling the (2,2) mode of nonspin-
ning, comparable-mass systems [51]. Furthermore, Ref. [22]
fixed the small mass-ratio limit of ωnum22 and ∂tω
num
22 based on
the Teukolsky waveforms of Ref. [20]. In the same spirit of
Ref. [22], some of us used the additional information on the
test-particle limit provided in this paper (in particular, the be-
havior of the Teukolsky waveforms beyond spin 0.8) to extend
the nonprecessing EOB model to any spin and mass ratio [29].
First, we built a time-delay function ∆t22peak that, in the small
mass-ratio limit, decreases with spin beyond 0.8; this guaran-
tees that the ringdown starts close to tΩpeak and that the NQC
equations are always enforced in a region with significant ra-
dial motion (at time tΩpeak+∆t
22
peak), as opposed to the extremely
circular region around the amplitude peak (at time t22peak). As
an example, in Fig. 2 we indicate with a vertical green line
where the point tΩpeak+∆t
22
peak occurs for such time-delay func-
tion when the mass ratio is 1/1000 and the spin is 0.99: the
point safely lies well after the ISCO, close to the light-ring.
Remember that the analysis of Sec. V A has shown that for
(2,2) modes and large spin one can reliably attach the ring-
down waveform at the light-ring.
Second, we built piecewise continuous fitting functions for
the input values along the spin dimension 7 such that, beyond
spin 0.8 and for mass ratio smaller than ∼ 1/100, they ap-
proach |h22|, ∂t |h22|, ∂ 2t |h22|, ω22, ∂tω22 of the EOB factor-
ized waveform itself (without any spinning NQC correction),
evaluated at time tΩpeak +∆t
22
peak. This entails that, beyond spin
0.8 and for mass ratio 1/1000, the EOB model will not agree
too well with the Teukolsky waveforms produced with the nu-
merical flux, as in this paper. This is mainly a consequence of
the limitation of the current factorized waveforms that we dis-
cussed above (especially as far as the amplitude is concerned).
Imposing the exact Teukolsky input values beyond spin 0.8 at
mass ratio 1/1000 would result in unwanted features (such as
bumps in the inspiral amplitude), because the NQC correc-
tions act only over short time intervals, while the factorized
waveforms are discrepant over much longer spans for this cor-
ner of the parameter space. This limitation will be overcome
once the current factorized waveforms are improved.
Third, in the model of Ref. [29], the Teukolsky waveforms
were also exploited to establish robust ringdown prescriptions
in the small mass-ratio limit, especially for binaries with large
spins. Indeed, we found it necessary to introduce mass-ratio
and spin dependence in the ringdown tuning parameters (i.e.,
the size of the matching interval, frequency and decay time of
the pseudo-QNMs).
Finally, in Appendix A we provide input values measured
from the Teukolsky waveforms of this paper, as well as the
7 Note that, in both EOB models of Refs. [22] and [29], the input values
are functions of only two parameters: the symmetric mass ratio and an
effective spin (see definition in Eq. (32) of Ref. [22]).
measured time delay ∆t`mpeak, as functions of the spin. This data
can be used for future, improved versions of the EOB model.
VII. THE COMPARABLE-MASS EFFECTIVE-ONE-BODY
MODEL IN THE TEST-PARTICLE LIMIT
In this section we compare the comparable-mass EOB
model of Ref. [22] to the numerical waveforms computed via
the Teukolsky formalism in the test-particle limit. Before dis-
cussing the waveforms, we have to point out that the orbital
dynamics generated by the EOB model in this section is quite
different from that generated following the prescriptions of
Sec. II. In fact, as already discussed, the EOB energy flux used
in Ref. [22], which was based on Refs. [25, 26] and used all
the PN corrections available at the time of publication, has
several shortcomings in the test-particle limit.
First, the EOB energy flux used in Ref. [22] does not ac-
count for the ingoing portion of the GW flux. Horizon absorp-
tion has the largest effect for nearly extremal positive spins,
thanks to the slower rate of energy loss, due to superradi-
ance. Note that the relative sign between ingoing and out-
going fluxes changes when the orbital frequency crosses the
horizon frequency. When Ω ≤ ΩH and q > 0, the ingoing
fraction subtracts from the outgoing flux; otherwise, the ab-
sorption flux adds to the outgoing flux. For instance, when
the spin is 0 (0.99), the absorption flux increases (decreases)
dissipation by ∼ 0.3% (∼ 9%) for a particle orbiting at the
ISCO (see Fig. 1 of Ref. [24]). References [27, 63] found that
in the nearly extremal case q = 0.998 the inspiral up to the
ISCO can be longer by ∼ 5% at low inclinations, depending
on whether the ingoing flux is included or not. A study ex-
tending up to merger was done in the Schwarzschild case by
Ref. [21], which considered an EOB evolution including the
model absorption flux of Ref. [56]; when the symmetric mass
ratio is 10−3, they found a dephasing of 1.6 rads for the (2,2)
mode waveform at merger over an entire evolution of about
41 orbital cycles. As to the spinning case, Ref. [64] included
the spinning horizon flux in an EOB model, using the Taylor-
expanded expressions of Refs. [65, 66]; the inclusion of ab-
sorption turned out to be important to obtain good agreement
with the full Teukolsky flux, at least up to the ISCO. When
modeling spinning binaries, one should bear in mind that the
spin changes the PN order (with respect to the leading order
flux at infinity) at which absorption enters in the energy flux:
while this effect enters at 4PN order for Schwarzschild BHs,
it enters at 2.5PN order for nonzero spin.
To confirm the impact of neglecting the ingoing flux, we
evolve trajectories with either the total or only the outgoing
Teukolsky flux, relying again on the data of Ref. [24]. We con-
sider (2,2) waveforms that begin 100 GW cycles before the
ISCO. For comparison, we align their phases both at low fre-
quency (over the first 10 GW cycles) and at high frequency 8
8 Note that aligning the waveforms at the amplitude peak is not an option,
given their extreme flatness when q= 0.99.
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FIG. 11. For spin 0.5, comparison between Teukolsky (2,2) mode waveform (solid blue lines) and the EOB model of Ref. [22] evaluated in
the test-particle limit (dashed red lines). The Teukolsky waveform is evaluated along the EOB trajectory. The waveforms are aligned at their
amplitude peak, which corresponds to 0 retarded time; 50 GW cycles before the peak are shown. R is the distance to the source.
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FIG. 12. Same as Figure 11, but for spin 0.8.
(over the 10 GW cycles following the ISCO), and then mea-
sure the phase difference either during ringdown (for the low
frequency alignment) or at the beginning of the waveform (for
the high frequency alignment), using the case with the total
flux as fiducial. After the low frequency alignment, we find
that for spin 0 (0.99) the horizon absorption induces a dephas-
ing of about −2 (+23) rads. After the high frequency align-
ment, we find that for spin 0 (0.99) the horizon absorption
induces a dephasing of about −0.1 (+8) rads. The different
sign in the dephasings for spin 0 and 0.99 reflects the fact
that for q≤ 0 the ingoing flux increases the rate of dissipation
(thus hastening the coalescence), while for q > 0 superradi-
ance extracts energy from the rotation of the massive BH and
transfers it into the orbital motion (thus delaying the coales-
cence). These effects can play a major role for space-based
GW detectors, whose integration time will have to be of the
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order of 106 GW cycles (or more) to achieve detection [67],
hence requiring very long and accurate GW templates.
In principle, horizon absorption may also alter the merger
waveform, which constitutes a numerical input for the EOB
model via the NQC procedure outlined in Sec. VI. For q = 0
we compute the (2,2) mode input values |hTeuk22 |, ∂ 2t |hTeuk22 |,
ωTeuk22 , ∂tω
Teuk
22 at t
22
peak (here, of course, ∂t |hTeuk22 | = 0), while
for q = 0.99, due to the flatness of the amplitude and the
lack of an orbital frequency peak, we compute them at the
ISCO 9. For spin 0 (0.99), the relative difference induced
by horizon absorption on the four input values is respec-
tively: 0.0014% (0.17%), 0.50% (5.8%), 0.082% (0.29%),
and 0.091% (5.2%). Similar results apply to higher-order
modes. The larger discrepancies can be seen on the curvature
and on the slope of the GW frequency, but the NQC proce-
dure is only mildly sensitive to these two quantities, as the
most important features to reproduce are the amplitude and
the GW frequency, which means that the horizon absorption
does not impact the merger waveform significantly.
Second, as compared to the total outgoing Teukolsky flux,
the current EOB energy flux does not account for modes with
` > 8. We can quantitatively assess this truncation error in
the frequency domain by using the multipolar components of
the Teukolsky fluxes computed in Ref. [24]. We find that,
for a particle orbiting at the ISCO, the fractional contribu-
tion to the total outgoing flux coming from modes beyond
` = 8 varies between 10−5 for q = −0.99 and 3× 10−3 for
q = 0.99. The growing relevance of higher modes with spin
is consistent with the trend that one sees when studying the
amplitude hierarchy between the dominant (2,2) mode and
higher modes [20]. For spins q = 0,0.99, we compute the
Teukolsky waveforms along trajectories sourced by Teukol-
sky flux modes only up to ` = 8, and compare them to the
waveforms generated using the total outgoing flux (taken as
fiducial). We measure the dephasings with the same approach
discussed above when studying the effect of horizon absorp-
tion. After the low frequency alignment, we find that for spin
0 (0.99) the higher-`modes induce a dephasing of about−0.3
(−7.5) rads. After the high frequency alignment, we find that
for spin 0 (0.99) the higher-` modes induce a dephasing of
about −0.015 (−3) rads. The negative signs indicate that, ob-
viously, whenever we neglect ` > 8 modes the rate of dissipa-
tion is lower, hence the coalescence occurs later. These phase
differences are less dramatic than those seen when neglecting
the ingoing flux. Nonetheless, they are relevant for the pur-
pose of generating templates for extreme and small mass-ratio
inspirals.
Third, as discussed in Sec. VI, the modeling error on the
amplitude of the individual factorized modes with `≤ 8 can be
significant even before the ISCO for large spins: a more quan-
titative assessment of the disagreement with numerical ampli-
tudes can be found in Ref. [26]. The origin of the poor perfor-
mance lies in the limited PN knowledge, since for large spins
9 For q = 0.99, the ISCO is only 0.3M away from the horizon in the radial
coordinate. See also Fig. 2 for a more precise idea in the case of the (2,2)
mode.
the ISCO moves to a more relativistic regime: vISCO ≈ 0.41
when q= 0, while vISCO ≈ 0.79 when q= 1. Again, one could
include the amplitude fits of Ref. [24] or apply the factorized
resummation to the analytical energy flux of Ref. [57], and re-
calibrate the comparable-mass model to numerical-relativity
simulations.
We now move on to discuss the waveforms. We evaluate the
comparable-mass EOB model of Ref. [22] in the test-particle
limit by setting the symmetric mass-ratio µ/M to zero every-
where in the model, except in the leading term of the GW
flux, where we set it to 10−3; this choice is consistent with
the prescriptions of Sec. II for building orbital evolutions with
the Teukolsky fluxes. The GW flux of the model is a sum of
time derivatives of multipolar modes up to `= 8, according to
Eq. (13) of Ref. [22]. All the modes are the ρ-resummed fac-
torized ones of Ref. [26], except those with `≤ 4 and odd m,
which instead follow the prescription given in appendix A of
Ref. [22]; test-particle limit nonspinning effects are included
up to 5.5PN order (beyond the leading order), while spinning
effects are included up to 4PN order (beyond the leading or-
der). Here we are not interested in testing the EOB orbital dy-
namics, but we rather want to focus on the waveforms, there-
fore the Teukolsky waveforms are calculated along the EOB
trajectories. The same approach was adopted in Ref. [20] for
the case with spin 0. For spins as large as q ∼ 0.5, the EOB
waveforms are in good agreement with the numerical wave-
forms. In Fig. 11, for q = 0.5, we align EOB and Teukolsky
(2,2) mode waveforms at the amplitude peak; we find a de-
phasing within 0.1 rads and a relative amplitude error which
is negligible everywhere except during ringdown (where it is
around 30%). For larger spins, however, a large discrepancy
in the amplitude shows up well before merger. In Fig. 12, for
q= 0.8, we find an amplitude error around 5% during the late
inspiral; the dephasing is quite large too, reaching about 0.8
rads 50 GW cycles before merger, and growing as one moves
to lower frequencies.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Using the Teukolsky equation in the time domain, we have
computed inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms produced by
the inspiraling motion of a nonspinning test particle in the
equatorial plane of a Kerr BH with dimensionless spin
−0.99≤ q≤ 0.99, thus extending work done in Ref. [20]. The
trajectory of the particle has been obtained from the geodesic
equation, subject to a radiation-reaction force that is propor-
tional to the total energy flux in GWs. We have used the GW
fluxes computed for circular orbits down to the light-ring with
a frequency-domain Teukolsky code [24]. We have computed
the dominant and leading subdominant modes of the radiation:
(2,2), (2,1), (3,3), (3,2), (4,4), and (5,5).
In Sec. IV, we have pointed out the simplicity of the wave-
forms emitted by systems with large, positive spins, in spite
of the highly relativistic regime probed by the inspiraling or-
bital trajectories. The main feature of the mode amplitudes
is their flattening towards the ISCO and during the plunge as
the spin grows (see Fig. 3). We have given an explanation of
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this phenomenon in terms of the ratio between the orbital and
the radiation-reaction timescales. On the one hand, as q→ 1
the total (i.e., ingoing + outgoing) GW flux tends to decrease,
partly thanks to the extraction of energy from the rotation of
the Kerr BH via superradiance. On the other hand, as q→ 1
the horizon (i.e., the final point of the orbital evolution) moves
to smaller radii, which implies higher orbital frequencies ac-
cessible to the inspiraling particle. This results in a significant
increase in the number of orbits per unit frequency as q→ 1;
the orbital motion becomes extremely circular, and highly rel-
ativistic.
In Sec. V, we have systematically studied the ringdown
stage, whose waveforms display complicated amplitude and
frequency modulations due to the interference of QNMs. In
the comparable-mass range, with the notable exception of
the (3,2) mode, the (`,m) modes of nonprecessing BH bi-
naries can be successfully modeled by the linear superposi-
tion of overtones of the least-damped QNM, i.e., (`,m,n),
with n = 0,1, · · · [14, 47–53]. However, in the extreme and
small mass-ratio regime, other QNMs can be excited [15–
17, 20, 45, 46]. We have found that, for ` = m modes, the
QNM mixing is present when q ≤ 0 (see Fig. 8), and arises
mainly due to modes with opposite m, whose excitation grows
as the spin decreases; for negative spins, the orbit changes di-
rection during plunge (since the particle eventually locks to
the rotating BH horizon), thus exciting (`,−m,0) modes. For
` 6= m modes, instead, we have found QNM mixing across
the entire spin range. For the (2,1) mode, the main source of
mixing is the (2,−1,0)QNM. For the (3,2)mode (see Fig. 7),
we have recognized 3 different behaviors: when q & 0.8 the
ringdown is dominated by (2,2,0) with contamination from
(3,2,0); when 0 < q . 0.7, the ringdown is dominated by
(3,2,0) with contamination from (2,2,0); when q ≤ 0, the
ringdown is dominated by (3,2,0) with contamination from
both (3,−2,0) and (2,2,0). The excitation of QNMs with
the same m, but with different `, is understood as a basis ef-
fect, since the QNMs are computed in a −2-spin-weighted
spheroidal-harmonic separation of the Teukolsky equation,
while the waveforms used in modeling are decomposed in−2-
spin-weighted spherical-harmonic modes. We have fitted the
relative amplitude between the main QNMs that are interfer-
ing for each mode (see Tables I and II), and have been able
to model the ringdown Teukolsky waveforms using Eq. (5)
for all spins except q = −0.95,−0.99 for all modes, and also
q=−0.9 for the (3,2) mode.
In Sec. VI, we have discussed how the inspiral-merger-
ringdown Teukolsky waveforms helped the extension of the
comparable-mass EOB model for nonprecessing, spinning
BH binaries of Ref. [29] to small mass ratios and large spins.
In particular, a time delay ∆t22peak was introduced between the
orbital frequency peak tΩpeak and the point t
Ω
peak +∆t
22
peak where
non-quasicircular corrections are applied to the merger wave-
form. The specific dependence of the time-delay function on
the spin takes into account the extreme circularity of the or-
bits encountered in the test-particle limit for large spins, and
guarantees that tΩpeak +∆t
22
peak always lies in a region with sig-
nificant radial motion. Older EOB models took tΩpeak +∆t
22
peak
to coincide with the peak of the amplitude; however, in this
paper, we have shown that such prescription is not adequate
in the test-particle limit and, more generally when the mass
ratio is smaller than ∼ 1/100 if q> 0.8, since the peak occurs
much before the ISCO and light-ring. The Teukolsky wave-
forms were also exploited to build fitting functions for the in-
put values (i.e., |h22|, ∂ 2t |h22|, ω22, ∂tω22 at a point in time
during merger) which are needed to impose non-quasicircular
corrections to the merger EOB waveform.
Finally, in Sec. VII, we have evaluated the comparable-
mass EOB model of Ref. [29] in the test-particle limit, and
compared it to Teukolsky waveforms computed along the
same EOB trajectory. We have found that, up to a spin ∼ 0.5,
the EOB waveforms (based on the factorized resummation of
PN formulae in Refs. [25, 26]) perform well, with phase dif-
ferences within 0.1 rads and amplitude errors which are neg-
ligible up to merger (see Fig. 11). For larger spins, instead,
while the EOB model can produce a reasonable (2,2) mode
waveform (see Fig. 12), still it disagrees with the Teukolsky
data, due to the poor performance of the current factorized
waveforms in such highly relativistic regimes — for exam-
ple for q= 0.8, we find an amplitude error around 5% during
the late inspiral and a dephasing of about 0.8 rads 50 GW
cycles before merger, and growing as one moves to lower fre-
quencies. We have also discussed the limitations of the cur-
rent factorized EOB energy flux, namely the lack of horizon-
absorption terms and the truncation at `= 8 modes.
The natural extension of this project will consider inclined
orbits in Kerr spacetime. Even at the level of geodetic mo-
tion, there exist orbits with constant separation and inclination
(with respect to the direction of the Kerr spin), which display
precession of the orbital plane. Thus, these orbits will radi-
ate waveforms which carry amplitude and phase modulations
due to the precession. On the analytical side, we have shown
in this paper several limitations of the current EOB factorized
flux [25, 26] for large spins. Thus, it will be crucial to improve
this flux in the future either by designing a new resummation
scheme, or by incorporating higher-order PN terms that have
been recently computed [57]. Moreover, the current EOB flux
was developed for nonprecessing BH binaries only; we plan
to test different prescriptions that could extend its validity to
the precessing case. Such work can help the more challenging
EOB modeling of precessing, comparable-mass BH binaries,
which has first been tackled in Ref. [55].
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Appendix A: Input values for non-quasicircular corrections to
merger waveforms
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FIG. 13. Time delay between the orbital frequency peak and the
Teukolsky amplitude peak, defined as ∆t`mpeak ≡ t`mpeak − tΩpeak. The
value of ∆t22peak for spin 0.95 is −103M, and exceeds the range of
the plot.
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FIG. 14. Amplitude and curvature of the Teukolsky waveforms at
their amplitude peak. R is the distance to the source.
In this appendix, we provide useful information about the
Teukolsky merger waveforms that can be exploited in the con-
struction of comparable-mass, spinning, nonprecessing EOB
models that span the entire physical parameter space, as dis-
cussed in Sec. VI. We omit spin 0.99 because it is difficult to
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FIG. 15. Frequency and derivative of the frequency of the Teukolsky
waveforms at their amplitude peak.
determine its peak positions t`mpeak, due to the extreme flatness
of the mode amplitudes, as shown in Sec. IV. We also omit
the negative spins for the (2,1) and (3,2) modes since, as dis-
cussed in Sec. V B, QNM mixing has an early onset (around
the turning point of the azimuthal motion for (2,1); slightly
later than that for (3,2)), and affects the peak of the wave-
form; it is therefore ambiguous where to measure the input
values for these cases.
In Fig. 13 we show how the time delay between the orbital
frequency peak tΩpeak and the Teukolsky amplitude peak t
`m
peak
changes with the Kerr spin. As pointed out in Sec. IV, the
amplitudes tend to peak earlier and earlier as q increases, well
before the ISCO when q> 0.8. This creates difficulties when
applying the non-quasicircular procedure to correct the EOB
merger waveforms at t`mpeak, as elucidated in Sec. VI. In fact,
in the comparable-mass EOB model of Ref. [29], we chose
a delay ∆t22peak which decreases after spin 0.8, thus departing
from the blue curve in Fig. 13.
In Figs. 14 and 15 we plot the input values computed at the
time t`mpeak when the Teukolsky amplitudes peak. The largest
numerical uncertainties are visible on the curvature, but, as
it turns out, the EOB waveforms are only mildly sensitive to
such input value; in order to get a good modeling, the crucial
input values are rather the values of the amplitude and the
frequency.
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